
Endangered Tigers and Their Habitats

There are many endangered animals in the world. Tigers are one of the endangered

animals. You have to protect the tiger. There are very few tigers in Asia and around the world.

This essay will help you learn about tigers, what threats the tigers are facing right right now, and

how to help tigers.

Tigers usually live in tropical rainforests, evergreen forests, savannas, and many more

places with a lot of plants. There are two types of tigers, Sunda Tigers and the Continental Tiger.

Both tigers have splendid fur like a beautiful cloak. There eyes are bright yellow and is as yellow

as a ripe lemon, and is very watchful.Tigers are very fearsome, and harsh so be careful. Tigers

usually turn independent at two years old, and they live up to twenty years old. Tigers give birth

to two to four cubs each two years. Tigers weigh up to 220-660 pounds, and are 6-10 feet long.

Tigers are ferocious predators, so be careful! They eat a lot of meat, for example, deer, wild boar,

antelope, and pigs.

The worst and most threat to Tigers is poaching. Every part of the tiger has a lot of value.

The bones, and other body parts are used for modern health tonics. This can be very hurtful to

the tigers and there life. The tiger’s body parts have a lot of value.If you see anybody killing

animals, you should tell them to don’t kill them. Some animals might almost be extinct.



If you want to help Tigers, here are some things that can help tigers. Try to protect tigers

and their habitats, reduce or revoke human and tiger conflict, stop killing tigers, stop cutting a lot

of trees in picturesque forests. Stop cutting down forests are very important for many animals,

not just tigers. For example, the animals that need forests could be gray wolfs, deers that run

gracefully, and brown, fuzzy bears.

Tigers are endangered and has to be protected. The tigers are very helpful in many ways.

People should protect them and do something good. Stop killing tigers and other animals can

help.


